furniture for public spaces

multi-purpose tables

prep tables

furniture for public spaces
preconfigured simplicity

Specifying tables shouldn’t be complex, so Prep offers preconfigured training tables to make specifying easier. Add optional linking and power kits to create configurations for any task.
Prep tables are designed to be used anywhere and everywhere. From the rigors of an office to the constant commotion of a cafeteria, Prep tables will exceed your expectations with a clean and practical design.
prep tables

multi-purpose tables
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Training table

Part of the Jasper Group family of brands, Community is furniture for public spaces.

The Community brand manufactures furniture that works where we live for how we live.

From elementary schools to colleges, from the doctor’s office to the hospital and from court rooms to town halls, we provide solutions for the changing demands of our daily lives. Community’s offering of furniture is broad. It’s diverse. And it meets just about every need where you gather, dine and learn - no matter the industry or space requirement.